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President’s Message

Looking ahead to 2022
A Strong Finish to 2021

By Maria Ravera, President, GWAA
members, the key themes and areas of focus
t’s hard to believe that we’re now in the
and/or concern are: rapidly growing digital,
throes of Q4 2021 and building our 2022
stabilizing print volumes and preserving print
budgets and targets. The 4th quarter conrevenue, filling delivery routes, and optimiztinues to be so important to our media
ing operational efficiencies. To that end, we’re
companies. It’s a time when readers return to
planning for three virtual conference sessions
fall habits — settling into the new school year,
this fall.
the return of football and basketball, and the
• Operational Innovations - Bobby Binkley,
ever-important holidays. For our advertisers,
Gannett, Moderator; Jeff Lawson, San Francisthis is an important time to
co Chronicle and additional
make those cash registers
guests
and online shopping carts
• Dan Schaub, VP Supply
work. It’s our time in auChain Operations, Hosted by
dience to connect readers
CNPA - Update on AB5 and a
with both the content and
Panel Discussion on Carrier
advertising value our prodRecruitment
ucts offer. And with that,
• Audience Growth - Katie
it’s our role here at GWAA to
Gray, LA Times; Laura Inman
help each of you as members
Boring, Hearst; and additionfind ways to grow audience,
al guests
grow revenue, and be more
We are also kicking off the
It’s our time to connect
operationally efficient. So
2022 conference planning
with that, we are fast at work
for an in-person GWADS in
readers with the content
finalizing our 2021-2022 proLas Vegas! It’s exciting to
and value our products
gramming.
contemplate being able to
I would be remiss not to
get back together in person
offer.
take a minute to look back
for idea exchange and net– Maria Ravera
at our June Conference —
working. Our 2022 memGWADS. Thank you to all of you who atbership drive, conference sponsorship, and
tended, presented, and engaged out GWAA’s
conference speakers/programming are all
first ever virtual conference on Hopin. Over
underway. If you have an idea for a session
the course of the three days, we had 16 stage
or speaker, please contact me at mravera@
and breakout sessions, over 200 attendees
mcclatchy.com.
and the support of 33 business partners. We
GWAA is proud to continue the tradition of
had an amazing line-up of speakers and apthe past few years with year-round programpreciate all of the thoughtful questions, sharming. Please join us for the upcoming virtual
ing and remarks from our attendees. You can
conference sessions and mark your calendars
find more about the conference in this newsfor Planet Hollywood in Las Vegas for June
letter. I’m particularly proud of our sponsors,
22–24. With dynamic, intelligent speakers, an
who were so willing to adapt to a new platengaged and inquisitive group of attendees,
form, and to the GWAA board for the countand all of us coming together, we are setting
less hours of preparation.
ourselves and our media companies up for
And now a look ahead. As I talk to our
success in 2022. ■
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Data Intelligence Made Simple

Inka Cloud CRM
Powerful Campaign Management
Visual Analytics, Targeted Campaign Lists, Automated Vendor Fulfillment

www.inka-solutions.com
Inka Solutions

l

(530) 600-3204

l

sales@inka-solutions.com

Inka_PAD_CloudCRM_Scenic_7-5x4-5_M.indd 1
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A BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
AI-Powered Self-Service to drive your digital transformation

Provide more opportunities
for personalized interactions
Reduce live agent interactions
and costs
Self-service options that your
subscribers prefer

To provide your subscribers with better
customer experiences that lead to retention
and higher CLV, contact sales 585-248-9289
or email sales@voiceport.net.

CIRCPORT ® Newspaper Product Suite

IVR

Messaging

PCI

Segmentation

Analytics

Web

VoicePort LLC I 500 Lee Rd. I Suite 200 I Rochester I New York I 14606 I 585-248-9289 I www.voiceport.net
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Best of Best Top Entries

J

im Wall MC’d the ever-popular Best of the Best session at
circumstances,
I was running
Distribution Center within a couple of weeks. From there I climbed
GWADS. Anunexpected
informal poll
ranked Phil Schroder’s
stop asave
module asthe
“Best
in Show”.
Top entries
spotlighted
at theDelivery in 2011, and then all distribution in 2013. Since that time,
ranks,
being placed
in charge
of all Home
meeting were:
my team has established themselves as one of, if not the best distribution department in country, obtaining
Digital Growth
service levels
that consistently
rankcampaign
at the top“5of all properties for both of our parent companies.
Tyler Pisani, Spokane
Spokesman
Review – Email
What
is the “Biggest
Challenge”
youofare
in the next year?
Reasons
to Subscribe”,
generated
almost 50%
all facing
digital results
The biggest challenge we are facing this upcoming year seems to be a reoccurring one for everybody in the
for the year.
industry.
Do more with less. It is always a hard one, but we have been fairly successful at it here. The trick
Print Subscriber
Retention
Phil Schroder,is McClatchy
–- itDeveloped
Stop SaveI can
module
on say that even though my department is smaller, it has never
to embrace
and be proactive.
honestly
self-service website
offered options to downgrade or save
beenthat
stronger.
25% offHave
current
Save
rate
coming inWhat
at 20%did
(from
yourate.
ever
had
a mentor?
that0%).
person teach you?
Digital engagement
and retention
I truly believe
that you can learn something new and valuable from anybody. I have tried to live my life with this
Curtis Huber, Seattle Times —– Use Content strategy to engage
outlook, so in a way, I have thousands of mentors, but there is one person that stands out and that is my former
subscribers and potential subs to create conversions. Developed
supervisor, Mark Henschen. There isn’t enough time or space to go over the many lessons that he imparted to
effective series of push notifications to generate 40-45% of chanme, but more than any lesson that he taught me, Mark showed me that I wouldn’t have to sacrifice who I was
nel growth.
to LA
achieve
success.– 20
I’memails
an extremely
honest and passionate person who lives my life according
Lauren Delong,
Times professional
– Digital engagement
segto
my
own
person
ethical
code.
Before
I
met
Mark,
my experience had taught me that because I was unwilling
mented based on subscriber reading habits, increasing newsletter
to adapt myjourney
character
fitdays
a certain
mold,huge
there would be a limit to my potential upward mobility. Mark’s belief
subscriptions. Personalized
overto90
generated
jump in open and
rates.
andclick
trust
in me changed the course of my life for the better.
Print growth
Jeff Brinley, Bay Area News Group - Print growth with digital sub
How can
someone
contact
you? print upgrade. Secret
conversion
campaign
to add
free Sunday
sauce
– offer change
of service rather than start/stop. Allowed
Phone:
(520)806-7708
digital
to
drive
YOY
print
increase plus improve carrier workload.
Email:
jrashan@tucson.com
Over 100 print and digital growth ideas are listed on the GWAA
website from Best of Best submissions over the last 3 years. If you
http://www.tucson.com
your
companyideas,
website
URL?
areWhat
ever inisneed
of innovative
go to: https://greatwesternaa.
org/gwads/2021-awards/.
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Mark your calendar
for GWAA Live sessions

Spend less. Retain more.

Watch your email for registration link.
Free to Members!

Stop by our “booth” for a demo.
WHY NSS?

October 7th
Operational Innovations:
• Pushing the envelope on holiday print schedule
• Routing

Newspaper Subscription Services (NSS) maximizes print and digital newspaper revenue.
New acquisition and loyalty are achieved through the execution of multiple turnkey
marketing programs offered as one outsourced, integrated marketing initiative for news
media companies. We support our strategies with decades of industry experience and
strategic, proven and cost-effective programs.

October 14th - Joint session with CNPA
• AB1506, Year 1 Requirements
• Distributor and Carrier Openings
• Actions, practices that work (3x8)
• Open sharing
November 4th
Digital Acquisition:
• Campaigns that promote growth
• Analytics

Text Message
Automation

Personalized
Landing Pages

Kiosk & Crew

Email
Automation

$
Stop-Save

Lon Haenel
Chief Client Officer
608.289.4070 | nsslp.com
Boost your starts. Improve retention. It’s what we do.

It’s a new OSG for a
digital-ﬁrst world.
Create frictionless experiences by optimizing
every critical subscriber interaction—from
transactional communications to data-driven
marketing touchpoints.

Let’s go
connect.

osgconnect.com | 833.871.1100
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GWADS Rocked

Against the odds, GWADS — 100% virtual on a new platform
called Hopin — delivered. To the 21 speakers who took the Main
Stage from all corners of the nation; the 10 moderators who handled Q&A and a few technical difficulties; the 16 sessions presenters; the backstage team who kept their cool when speakers went
missing; and the 33 Business Partners who sponsored the event and
without whom none of this would have been possible — thank you!
A quick look at the numbers:
Who registered?
Total....................................................................................263
Newsmedia.............................................................................................160
Speakers.................................................................................................... 18
Business Partners .................................................................................. 81
Admin............................................................................................................4
What were the stats?
9.6
10h 57min
Attendee Score

Avg. time spent

How did they feel about it?
• Great mix this year. Discussion of tech for the digital future
versus print would be a good addition.
• This was right on target. Very well done.
• Best virtual meeting I’ve attended.
• Business Expo was challenging
• Distribution filling of routes and recruitment.
• I’d love to see more data analytics-driven sessions where
people share case studies with results
• More on digital marketing if there is any more and more case
studies with results
• I’m old school so a little more SC would be OK
GWADS on Hopin. Not ideal to be 100% virtual, but an event that
provided value nonetheless. Let’s look at the survey results:

74%

Turnout

131

Peak
Attendance

Where did they go?
Stage visitors..........................................................................................185
Session visitors......................................................................................135
Expo visitors...........................................................................................123
Networking............................................................................................105

• 89% said the event met or exceeded expectations
• 88% rated the speakers very good to excellent
• 98% rated session quality as very good to excellent
• 64% rated the networking opportunities as very good
to excellent
• 57% rated the Expo as very good to excellent
• 33% of attendees were non-members
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Lifetime Members Announced

W

e’re proud to announce the industry leaders nominated by their
peers and selected as 2021’s GWAA lifetime members:

• Curtis Huber, Senior Director, Circulation and Audience
Revenue, The Seattle Times; Past NICE President
• Melvina Ponzio, Vice President, Circuation Operations,
Bay Area News Group; Past CWCMA President

• Dan Schaub, Vice President of Supply Chain Operations,
McClatchy
• Jim Smith, National Sales Manager, Steel City
The awards were presented by Jeff Ferrazzano, President of The
Ultimate Print Source, Business Partner liaison to the GWAA Board
and 2020 Lifetime Member.
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Trusted by thousands, TCN allows news media
organizations and call centers to gain insights
into agent voice and omni interactions,
automated / payment IVR, data management,
and compliance while consolidating resources
under one communication solution software.

Your Call Center IVR Solution in the Cloud

www.tcn.com | 866.745.1900
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Finance: Financial reporting applications that drill down to
transaction levels.
Advertising: All Advertising Order entry and invoicing software for
print, digital and insert distribution.
Editorial: Clean, secure, database centric publishing content
creation and distribution.
Layout: Database centered creative asset tracking and publication.

41.5%
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Circulation: Audience Management software to validate, deliver
and report on printed and digital content distribution.

responded
to an ad in the mailbox
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Valpak drives subscriptions and renewals for media companies through advanced targeting
and 50+ years of best practices. Thousands of businesses trust us with their marketing and
advertising because we tailor every campaign to their goals.
Each month, our Blue Envelope of savings is mailed to over 39 million demographically
targeted households in 43 states with opportunities to version your messaging based
on your customer data. We also offer neighborhood-targeted postcards as well as custom
postcards with 300 targeting options.

Services: Software application hosting and development services.

Neighborhood-targeted postcards

icanon.newzware.com

Gary Markle | 215.821.5519 | gmarkle@icanon.com

Source: 2020 AudienceSCAN®

Contact us today to see what Valpak
can do for your business. 888-928-5428

SAVE THE DATE!
Great Western Audience
Development Summit 2022
LIVE at Planet Hollywood

June 22-24

Newspaper Mail Co-op
Generating revenue-positive starts every month
Serving
newspapers
since 2005

drg.com/newsdm
Contact us
Stephen Jensen, Direct Resources Group, Inc.
E: sjensen@drg.com | P: 206-226-1501

Get ready for 3 fast-paced half days of programming that will leave
you prepared for your next business challenge, connected to
solutions and equipped to generate revenue.

https://greatwesternaa.org

